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Individual 
Steve Alexanderson 
Central Lincoln People's Utility District 
Central Lincoln recently participated in a load shedding drill led by our Host BA/TOP. The single most 
glaring problem we saw was one of validation. In the past we had always thought we would validate 
an R3 Directive or Operating Instruction by calling the TOP back at a known phone number. Our TOP 
informed us that such a validation method would not be possible during a real event, since all 
phones and switchboards would likely be busy. While objecting to our validation method, the TOP 
has failed to offer a suitable one. This leaves Central Lincoln with the choice of responding to an 
Operating Instruction to shed load coming from a scammer who has easy access TOP-001 on line, or 
risking a possible violation. Suggest the SDT begin looking at the question of validation, since 
without a validation method R3 poses a greater risk to reliability than it addresses.  
Group 
Northeast Power Coordinating Council 
Guy Zito 
No 
We commented in the last posting to replace the word “ensure” in requirements R1 and R2, and in 
the standard’s other requirements where applicable. We note that “ensure” has been replaced with 
“address”. The Purpose of the standard is “To prevent instability, uncontrolled separation, or 
Cascading outages that adversely impact the reliability of the Interconnection by ensuring prompt 
action to prevent or mitigate such occurrences.” “Maintain” or “restore” are more appropriate words 
to use than “address”. The Time Horizon should only be “Real-time Operations”. “Ensure” in Measure 
M1 should also be replaced with the word selected to be used in R1. Regarding Requirement R3, 
Time Horizons should only be “Real-time Operations”. The 30 minute requirement in Requirement 
R13 is too restrictive and is inconsistent with EOP-008 which allows two hours to restore such 
functionality. If entities are permitted two hours to restore situational awareness following an 
evacuation, entities should be granted the same time consideration to restore Real-time assessment 
capability in R13. Therefore we recommend either of the following revisions to R13: • Each 
Transmission Operator shall perform a Real-time Assessment at least once every two hours. • Each 
Transmission Operator shall perform a Real-time Assessment at least once every 30 minutes when 
the EMS and SCADA are functional. Following the loss of EMS, a Transmission Operator shall regain 
ability to perform Real-time assessments within two hours. Requirement R7 has removed an 
important concept of TOP-001-1a Requirement R6. A supporting TOP should not be obligated to 
activate emergency procedures beyond those activated by the TOP that is in the emergency. As an 
example, a supporting TOP should not be obligated to go into voltage reduction if the TOP with the 
emergency as not take the same voltage reduction action first. Simply stating, ‘… has implemented 
its Emergency procedures,’ is not specific. TOP-001-1a Requirement R6 reads: R6. Each 
Transmission Operator, Balancing Authority, and Generator Operator shall render all available 
emergency assistance to others as requested, provided that the requesting entity has implemented 
its comparable emergency procedures, unless such actions would violate safety, equipment, or 
regulatory or statutory requirements. Recommend the following change to R7 to target the TOP’s 
requirement to assist other TOPs to those in the same RC area: R7. Each Transmission Operator 
shall assist other Transmission Operators within their Reliability Coordinator’s region, if requested 
and able, provided that the requesting entity has implemented its Emergency procedures, unless 
such assistance cannot be physically implemented or would violate safety, equipment, regulatory, or 
statutory requirements. [Violation Risk Factor: High] [Time Horizon: Real-Time Operations] In Part 



10.2 the phrase ‘... as necessary by the TOP’ is unclear. What TOP? Part 10.2 should be revised to 
be consistent with Part 10.1 and read: 10.2. Outside its Transmission Operator Area: Sub-parts 
10.1.3 and 10.2.3 should be made consistent. “Ensure” remains in the posted requirement R13. 
Suggested rewording R13: Each Transmission Operator shall perform or have performed a Real‐time 
Assessment at least once every 30 minutes. The “s” in system should be capitalized in Requirement 
R15. R3, M3, M4, R5, M5, M6 all use the words to comply with operating instructions, but R4 and R6 
use the words perform an operating instruction. The wording should be consistent. Measure M7 
should be corrected to be written like M3 and M5 in the past tense: “…unless such assistance could 
not be physically implemented…” Measure M8 should be revised since R8, and the first part of M8 
refer to operations “that result in, or could result in, an Emergency”. Therefore, the last sentence in 
M8 should read: “If no such situations have occurred, the TOP may provide an attestation.” 
Requirement R11 directs the Balancing Authority to “…monitor its Balancing Authority Area, 
including the status of Special Protection Systems that impact generation or Load…”. Monitoring 
Special Protection Systems is not a function of the Balancing Authority. Requirement R11 can be 
removed. Should M11 use the same examples of evidence as does M10, for example Energy 
Management System description documents? M12 should have a broader scope. If the auditor is to 
verify that the TOP did not operate outside IROL for a duration exceeding IROL TV, then the TOP 
should provide information on all occasions in which he operated outside IROL for any period of 
time. This would reflect the RSAW’s audit approach. M12 should read: “Each Transmission Operator 
shall make available evidence to show that for any occasion in which it operated outside any 
identified Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit (IROL), the continuous duration did not exceed 
its associated IROL Tv. Such evidence could include but is not limited to dated computer logs or 
reports in electronic or hard copy format specifying the date, time, duration, and details of the 
excursion. If such a situation has not occurred, the Transmission Operator may provide an 
attestation that an event has not occurred.” For IROLs there is a maximum exceedance duration 
specified, but for SOLs in R14/M14 there is no leeway. Thus if a SOL is exceeded for 30 seconds, the 
TOP must have evidence it initiated its Operating Plan. This applies also for the VSL in the Table of 
Compliance Elements. No difference is made if the TOP initiates its Plan within the minute or after 
half an hour. Entities generally have very many SOL exceedances a year and to document each of 
them a proof of Implementation of a Plan is unrealistic. Whereas IROLs may be more severe than 
SOLs, the measure is less stringent. In the C. Compliance section, under 1.3 Data Retention, 
Measure M14 is mentioned in the second and third paragraphs giving it two different data retention 
periods. There is a typing error in the fourth paragraph referring to R13/M13: “Each TOP shall each 
keep data (…)”. Remove the second “each”. In the Table of Compliance Elements there is a typing 
error in the last paragraph for Severe VSL listing for R8: “or more than 15%”. For R9, replace “and” 
with “or” because generally only one of the elements will be outaged. The VSLs should be revised to 
read “…sustained outage of telemetering or control equipment, or monitoring or assessment 
capabilities, or associated communication channels.” R10 and R11 should have similar VSLs. 
Presently if the TOP does not monitor a facility, it will be a Moderate VSL but if the BA does not 
monitor a facility, it is a severe VSL. Everything is lumped together for the BA whereas in reality it is 
not an all or nothing situation. R11 should therefore have VSLs equivalent to those in R10. R14 
should have different VSLs depending on the time it took the TOP to initiate its Operating Plan. R15 
should have different VSLs depending on the time it took the TOP to inform its RC. Requirement R15 
appears to be past tense, ‘ inform.. RC of actions taken…’. So one would believe that a pre-call is not 
required before actions are taken by the TOP. What is the purpose of this requirement? What is the 
added value in informing the RC after the fact of the actions that were taken to mitigate SOL 
exceedances? The TOP should be obligated to notify the RC if it cannot manage the exceedance on 
its own and needs assistance (another requirement). However, notifications via SCADA should be 
sufficient to address the concern. M15 – This measure does not include multi-modal 
communications. The TOP should be able to take credit for telemetered information (breaker 
operations) that communicates to the RC actions that have been taken. Also there is no time 
component for when to report. For example during, 5 minutes after, a day after. The word “own” 
should not be deleted from Requirement R16. It provides clarity that this is only pertaining to the 
equipment the Transmission Operator owns and not other equipment. The new requirement R19 
addresses the data exchange capabilities needed. If non-BES facilities are to be included anywhere 
in the standard, they should be included in the BES by exception, especially since they are 
contributing to a SOL exceedance. R19 and R20 seem redundant with R10 and R11 since in R10 and 
R11 the TOP and BA are monitoring reliability required data, and they must have the data exchange 



capabilities. Also, TOP-003-3 requires the TOP to develop data specifications to support Real-time 
monitoring and operation of the BES, and negotiate with data supplying entities the format, period 
and security protocol of the data exchange. This implies the requirement of a data exchange 
capability. We suggest removing R19 and R20. What defines a neighboring Transmission Operator 
Area? There are many instances where the loss of a facility in, let’s say in Transmission Operator 
Area “A”, which is not electrically “adjacent” to Transmission Operator Area “B”, impacts 
Transmission Operator Area “B”.  
Individual 
Muhammed Ali 
Hydro One  
No 
Requirement R10 presents a significant concern. A Transmission Operator cannot be held 
responsible for monitoring in a neighboring Transmission Operator Area; a Transmission Operator 
can only rely on data provided by a neighboring area. If a Transmission Operator was responsible for 
monitoring in a neighboring area, what is the TOP monitoring, how, what are the available actions 
and obligations, should the actions be taken unilaterally? 
Individual 
Thomas Lyons 
Owensboro Municipal Utilities 
No 
The current language in TOP-001 R1 and R2 has further expanded the applicable use of operating 
instructions encompassing all individuals to the point where the compliance risk of the requirement 
is not appropriately weighted with the benefit to reliability. R3 and R4 state that only the registered 
entities identified must comply with OI; they do not state that registered entities identified are the 
only entities that can receive OI. Therefore, without the lack of specificity in R1 and R2 (or in R3 and 
R4) to whom OI can be issued to, the standard now requires three point communication to any party 
or entity for actions that will affect the BES, even though that entity (unless identified in R3 and R4) 
does not have to comply. Although the NERC functional model states to whom a BA and TOP can 
direct, this is not referenced or mentioned in the standard, and must be inferred by not only the 
entity maintaining compliance, but also the individual performing an audit. It would seem very 
beneficial to specify this assumption within R1 and R2. Suggested Wording: R1 and R2: “Each 
Transmission Operator (Balancing Authority) shall act, or direct others (referenced in R3 and R4) to 
act by issuing Operating Instructions, to ensure the reliability of its Transmission Operator 
(Balancing Authority) Area.” In R10, replace “necessary” with “applicable” to maintain consistency 
with the definitions of Real-Time Assessment and Operational Planning Analysis. Suggested 
Wording: Each Transmission Operator shall monitor Facilities, the status of Special Protection 
Systems, and sub-100 kV facilities identified as necessary applicable by the Transmission Operator, 
within its Transmission Operator Area and neighboring Transmission Operator Areas to determine 
any System Operating Limit (SOL) exceedances within its Transmission Operator Area In R13, the 
OC Review Group suggests expanding the time interval to 45 minutes instead of 30 minutes. When 
new EMS models are brought online, they may require greater than 30 minutes to perform an 
assessment. Either the time could be expanded or some sort of allowance provided for the times 
when the new models are being placed in service. In the R13 VSL, the OC Review Group suggests 
the time graduations for each level of VSL be retained (30-35 minutes, 30-40 minutes, 40-45 
minutes, >45 minutes). In R18, the OC Review Group suggests removing the word “always” before 
“operate” and provide graduated VSL to allow for when limits were determined to be incorrect due to 
mistake in entry of data. Suggested Wording: “R18: Each Transmission Operator and Balancing 
Authority shall always operate to the most limiting parameter in instances where there is a 
difference in SOLs.” Should LSE be removed from applicable entities since LSE may be removed 
from the NERC Functional Model?  
Group 
BC Hydro 
Patricia Robertson 
No 



BC Hydro’s concern is that the Reliability Directive is replaced with Operating Instruction in the 
standard. The scope of “Operating Instructions” broadens to non-emergency situations. Requirement 
R3 and R4 have the BA’s complying with TOP’s Operating Instructions. BC Hydro’s concern is that 
there may be a conflict between the BA and the TOP. Requirement R3 provides exceptions for 
complying, but only for safety, equipment regulatory or statutory requirements. Nowhere does the 
Requirement address conflict in reliability requirements: for example, a TOP in our area issues an 
instruction to eliminate a voltage limit issue, and this action may cause another limits issue for 
another TOP. There appears to be no “out” clause based on reliability conflicts – such as deferring to 
an assessed lesser reliability impact. BC Hydro recommends revising these Requirements to allow for 
an “out” clause. 
Group 
PacifiCorp 
Sandra Shaffer 
No 
Definition of Real-Time Assessment contains provisions that will make compliance with the 
Requirements unattainable. First, the applicable inputs to the assessment include among other 
things, “known Protection System status or degradation.” Real time tools are generally incapable of 
consideration of the performance of protection systems, and accordingly conducting these 
assessments prescribed in the Requirements will fall short of the expectation.  
Individual 
Roger Dufresne 
Hydro-Quebec Production 
No 
Inclusion of NON-BES at R10 is inacceptable 
Individual 
Russ Schneider 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc.  
No 
I continue to disagree with the level of detail in M3 and M4 for entities on the receiving end of a 
recorded instruction at the Transmission Operator/Balancing Authority level. Why should this have to 
be auditably demonstrated at both ends when everything is recorded upstream? 
Individual 
David Jendras 
Ameren 
No 
We have concerns on what constitutes "Operating Instructions", and over how an entity is supposed 
to prove compliance once this standard becomes effective. We believe that "Reliability Directives", 
would be used infrequently under emergency type situations, compared to "Operating Instructions", 
everyday, common tasks, such as switching, would open up TOP's to an very burdensome way of 
documenting compliance. We are concerned that the operator will have to focus less attention on the 
actual operation of the system, and more attention to collecting evidence for future audits. We also 
have concerns about removing the terminology of EOP-001-1a; R1(and other requirements with 
similar language) that: “Each Transmission Operator shall have the responsibility and clear decision-
making authority to take whatever actions are needed to ensure the reliability of its area and shall 
exercise specific authority to alleviate operating emergencies.” We believe that how entities choose 
to exercise that authority should be determined by each entity, based on their situation. Over the 
years the industry has clearly learned what a “Reliability Directive” means and we should not undo 
this concept, and avoid the confusion that it could create. In addition, the RSAWs introduce the 
concept of using BES events as a screening tool. We were not able locate any such information in 
the Reliability Standard itself, nor does the standard give guidance on when there are no BES events 
for the period being audited.  
Individual 
Andrew Z. Pusztai 



American Transmission Company, LLC 
Yes 
ATC agrees with the changes to the proposed TOP-001-3, however, ATC recommends that 
Requirement R9 be modified by replacing “sustained” with “planned or sustained.” This modification 
will provide clarity to the requirement and align with comments made by the SDT during the October 
16th TOP/IRO webinar that planned outages were in view. 
Individual 
Si Truc PHAN 
Hydro-Quebec TransEnergie 
Group 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Erika Doot 
No 
First, Reclamation continues to disagree with the use of the term Operating Instruction in TOP-001-3 
R1–R6 and the entire TOP/IRO Revisions. In general, Reclamation believes that grid operations are a 
collaborative effort that balance competing obligations of generation, transmission, and distribution 
providers. Reclamation does not believe that Transmission Operators always understand or consider 
the equipment capabilities and limitations, or other obligations of generators. During normal 
operations, Reclamation does not believe that Transmission Operators should be able to always issue 
mandatory Operating Instructions to generators that may damage critical generating equipment or 
interfere with competing obligations (e.g., water delivery schedules for hydroelectric producers). 
Reclamation disagrees with the drafting team's assertion that "the definition for Reliability Directive 
is not needed due to work … on the definition of Operating Instruction." Reclamation believes that 
additional conversations with FERC may be necessary, and that TOP-001-3 should maintain the 
important concept that Balancing Authority and Transmission Operators only may issue Reliability 
Directives to address Emergencies or avoid Adverse Reliability Impacts. Reclamation also believes 
that Balancing Authories and Transmission Providers should be required to inform entities when they 
are issuing a Reliability Directive. In some instances, Balancing Authorities and Transmission 
Providers have decided after the fact that an instruction was a Reliability Directive. Reclamation does 
not believe that the requirements to comply with Reliability Directives in TOP-001 and IRO-001 
should be invoked if an entity does not describe the instruction as a Reliability Directive. Second, 
Reclamation also continues to disagree with the drafting team's proposal to revise TOP-003-3 to 
require Generator Owners, Generator Operators, and Transmission Owners to meet any data 
specification outlined by Transmission Operators or Balancing Authorities. Like TOP-003-1, TOP-003-
3 should outline a specific continent-wide standard like the submission of planned generation 
outages over 50MW by noon on the day before the outage, a requirement that has existed for 7 
years. Reclamation does not support TOP-003-3 because it does not clearly define what types of 
data entities can request or may be required to provide, and will create significant operational 
challenges for entities operating in multiple Transmission Operator and Balancing Authority areas. As 
an example, Reclamation owns and operates over 50 hydroelectric facilities in seven control areas 
and this change would prevent Reclamation from adopting a uniform approach to demonstrating 
compliance with TOP-003. Under the current version of TOP-003, Reclamation can present a uniform 
approach to demonstrating that it submits planned outages before noon the day before the outage. 
In fact, like many generation entities, Reclamation generally submits planned outages more than a 
year in advance and plans non-routine outages as far in advance as practical. Under the proposed 
version of TOP-003-3, Reclamation would have to track and adjust individual generator Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) to meet different and perhaps ever changing data specifications 
developed by each Transmission Operators, which could result in high costs for little reliability 
benefit.  
Individual 
Brett Holland 
Kansas City Power and Light 
Individual 
Robert Fox on Behalf of David Austin 
NIPSCO 



No 
NIPSCO feels R19 and R20 should be in TOP-003 or are already covered in COM-001. NIPSCO feels 
R16 and R17 are outage coordination and do not belong in TOP-001 which is Transmission 
Operations. These should be with the outage coordination standard.  
Group 
Con Edison, Inc.  
Kelly Dash 
No 
Requirement R13 is problematic. The 30 minute requirement in R13 is too restrictive and 
inconsistent with EOP-008, which allows two hours to restore such functionality. If entities are 
permitted two hours to restore situational awareness following an evacuation, entities should be 
granted the same time consideration to restore real-time assessment capability in R13. Therefore we 
recommend either of the following revisions to R13: • Each Transmission Operator shall maintain 
that a Real-time Assessment is performed at least once every two hours. • Each Transmission 
Operator shall maintain that a Real-time Assessment is performed at least once every 30 minutes 
when the EMS & SCADA are functional. Following the loss of EMS, a Transmission Operator shall 
regain ability to perform real-time assessments within two hours. Requirement R7 raises 
jurisdictional concerns. We recommend the following change to R7 to target the TOP’s requirement 
to assist other TOPs to those in the same RC area: R7. Each Transmission Operator shall assist other 
Transmission Operators within their Reliability Coordinator’s region, if requested and able, provided 
that the requesting entity has implemented its Emergency procedures, unless such assistance 
cannot be physically implemented or would violate safety, equipment, regulatory, or statutory 
requirements. [Violation Risk Factor: High] [Time Horizon: Real-Time Operations]  
Individual 
Diane Barney 
New York State Department of Public Service 
No 
The requirement to monitor non-bulk facilities raises jurisdictional questions which needs to be 
settled before inclusion.  
Group 
MRO NERC Standards Review Forum 
Joe DePoorter 
No 
R1 and R2 are ALL encompassing actions that cover every actionable NERC Requirement that the 
TOP and BA must accomplish. As written, “Each (BA, TOP) shall act to address the reliability of its 
(BA, TOP) Area via direct actions or by issuing Operating Instructions”. EOP-002-3.1, R6, IRO-001-
1.1, R8, are two examples where there must be “immediate” actions by the BA or TOP. If “via direct 
actions” is maintained in this proposed Standard, there will be a non-compliance double jeopardy 
impact if the BA or TOP violates an “immediate action” Requirement. Is the intent of R1 and R2 to 
issue Operating Instructions when the BA or TOP cannot maintain a reliability of their associated 
area? The NSRF wishes to points out that the Standards Process Manual section 2.4 describes a 
“Results Based Requirement” as “Each requirement of a reliability standard shall identify what 
Functional Entities shall do, and under what conditions, to achieve a specific reliability objective and 
not how that objective is achieved”. R1 & R2 with their broad, general language do not meet the 
threshold for a “Results Based Requirement”. The NSRF agrees with issuing Operating Instructions 
when required to maintain your system in a reliable state. But the all-encompassing “via direct 
actions”, is applicable to over 460 Requirements that a BA must comply with. How is this going to be 
measured for the BA (or TOP)? Are voltage schedules going to be measured when that is covered in 
the VAR Standards? Is seems to be a catch all Requirement. A possible rewrite of R1 and R2 could 
read: “Each (BA, TOP) shall issue Operating Instructions to address the reliability of its area when 
direct actions require more assistance “. M1 does not reflect the current language of the rewritten 
R1. The word “ensure” still resides in M1. R9. Concerning “sustained outages”, is there a minimum 
reporting threshold for this undefined term? EOP-004-2, Event Type “Complete loss of voice 
communication capability” and “Complete loss of monitoring capability” has a 30 minute continuous 
threshold. The NSRF recommends using the same bright line criteria of EOP-004-2 as stated above. 



R13. Real-time Assessment: The NSRF still has concerns about how entities will incorporate 
“protection system status” into their real-time 30 minute assessment to be fully compliant. More 
clarity is needed for entities to verify that they have met the requirement. How are entities expected 
to show that their operators are aware of protection system status (as defined in the proposed Real-
Time Assessment definition) and understand the system impact if a protection system is out-of-
service? If policies, procedures, and snapshots of system operator tools are sufficient, this can be 
done. However, large scale state estimator real-time contingency assessments used have 
limitations. State estimators run DC powerflows based on programed line and node based 
contingencies. Protection system status changes that modify the lines and nodes studied may not be 
easily incorporated into state estimator systems in 30 minutes. Protection system coverage could 
easily change for known and unknown conditions. Known changes can include PRC testing. The PRC 
testing standards have mandated large amounts of testing for even moderately sized system so that 
daily testing must occur to meet mandatory testing timeframes. The large volume of PRC testing 
could make accounting for all protection system status changes within 30 minutes difficult to verify 
and puts entities at risk for maintaining perfect compliance to a large number of requirements since 
many of the TOP / IROL standards include the real-time assessment definition. Recommend that 
“protection system status” be deleted from the definition or at a minimum clarify that protection 
system status consideration by system operations is acceptable to be compliant, since “status 
consideration” equates to “situational awareness”. As written in R13: R13. Each Transmission 
Operator shall ensure that a Real-time Assessment is performed at least once every 30 minutes. 
[Violation Risk Factor: High] [Time Horizon: Real-time Operations] M13.Each Transmission Operator 
shall have, and make available upon request, evidence to show it ensured that a Real-Time 
Assessment was performed at least once every 30 minutes. This evidence could include but is not 
limited to dated computer logs showing times the assessment was conducted, dated checklists, or 
other evidence. With regard to R13, we believe the SDT has improved the language by revisions 
such that the TOP shall “ensure that a Real-time Assessment is performed at least once every 30 
minutes;” however, we continue to question the 30-minute requirement and believe that there will 
be tremendous difficulty in achieving this without defect. Rather, we would recommend the following 
language: R13: “Each TOP shall ensure that a Real-time Assessment is performed with such 
periodicity so as to ensure continuous situational awareness of the TOP.” Measure M13 would need 
commensurate edits to conform with this R13 language. Entities have made these comments before 
and the SDT did not agree as they said; The SDT does not agree. The requirement allows for an 
entity to arrange for another entity to perform the assessment which aligns with requirements in 
approved EOP‐008‐1. Approved EOP‐008‐1 specifically requires entities to have tools and applications 
to ensure that System Operators have situational awareness of the BES. It goes on to require that 
entities take necessary actions to manage the risk to the BES during periods when primary or 
backup functionality may not be available. This requirement isn’t about maintaining RTCA or any 
other specific tool, it’s about maintaining situational awareness at all times. No change made. The 
first concern is the NSRF believes that without further clarification, System Operators will not have 
the “situational awareness” because they will not know “known Protection System and Special 
Protection System status or degradation…” per the Real-time Assessment definition, thus will most 
likely be non-compliant on a daily basis. A 4000 breaker Transmission system can have up to 20,000 
(4000 x 5 parts of a Protection System) parts that would need to be tracked every 30 minutes. This 
is unrealistic and not physically possible. The SDT continues to use the words “have situational 
awareness” in their response to comments, and that the Requirement is not about an RTCA. But 
without using the RTCA, how will the System Operator prevent instability, uncontrolled separation or 
Cascading outages, per the Purpose of this proposed Standard? The Real-time assessment must 
consist of existing and potential operating conditions, per the definition. A System Operator cannot 
calculate all the minimum inputs every 30 minutes without using some type of calculating device. 
Please review the below violation which is based on Auditor notes (for TOP-002-2, R11). This shows 
that simple “situational awareness” is predicated on “system analysis”, which the NSRF looks at as 
the entities RTCA. A second concern with the TOP-001-3 definition of Real time assessment, the 
recent TOP-002-2.1b R11 auditor guidance in the new RSAW, and a recent TOP-002-2.1b R11 
violation cited below, is the proposed requirement is not technically feasible today. The three items 
listed just above in conjunction require an on-line dynamic stability assessment tool that can run 
multiple AC dynamic angular and voltage stability assessments in less than 30 minutes considering 
EMS input of the most recent alarm, SPS, and degraded state alarm statuses. The NSRF isn’t aware 
of RTCA technology that can meet these requirements. Alternately, the assessment falls to human 



manpower to perform these studies. Entities must identify a RTO, RC, or PA with staff available 24/7 
to perform this or train its own 24/7 staff. It takes time to train dynamic stability staff and time to 
change the model to capture “known Protection System” statuses. TOP-001-3 Definition: Real-time 
Assessment - An evaluation of system conditions using Real-time data to assess existing (pre-
Contingency) and potential (post-Contingency) operating conditions. The assessment shall reflect 
applicable inputs including, but not limited to: load, generation output levels, known Protection 
System and Special Protection System status or degradation, Transmission outages, generator 
outages, Interchange, Facility Ratings, and identified phase angle and equipment limitations. (Real-
time Assessment may be provided through internal systems or through third-party services.) TOP-
002-2.1b violation: (note this is publically posted in the most recent November compliance and 
enforcement spreadsheet) TOP-002-2.1b R11. On two occasions, SCS-Trans’ updated Bulk Electric 
System (BES) studies failed to reflect current system conditions. Specifically, two unscheduled 
outages of Protection System components, one for a 500 kV transmission line and one for a 230 kV 
transmission line, were not considered in SCS-Trans’ operating studies. TOP-002-2.1b RSAW auditor 
Guidance: Evaluation of Protection System Outages Protection Systems must operate and clear 
faults within the required clearing time to satisfy system performance requirements. All outages of 
Protection Systems or their components that affect the reliability performance of the transmission 
system must be evaluated for the periods they are scheduled, in the planning horizon in TPL 
assessments and in the operational planning timeframe through operating studies. For example, if a 
transmission line has A and B protection packages that are not functionally equivalent and the 
outage of one protection package affects the operating speed of the Protection System, the impact 
of slower fault clearing on the power delivery capability of the Bulk Power System (BPS) must be 
considered in the assessments and studies. Such impacts also must be considered when a 
transmission line has a single protection package and one component of the package (e.g., the 
communication system) is taken out of service  
Group 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Terri Pyle 
No 
M1 – Replace ‘ensure’ with ‘address’ as in the requirement. R8 – With the removal of ‘other’ when 
referring to ‘known impacted Transmission Operators’ an overzealous auditor could require a 
Transmission Operator experiencing a condition which could be an Emergency or result in an 
Emergency would have to inform itself. Using ‘other known impacted Transmission Operators’ 
eliminates this situation. We recommend the drafting team return ‘other’, in the suggested location, 
to the requirement, measure and VSLs. R8 VSLs – If the drafting team decides not to make this 
suggested change, the term ‘other’ needs to be removed from the first ‘OR’ in the Severe VSL. In 
the last ‘OR’ of the Severe VSL insert the phrase ‘…, whichever is greater,…’ between ‘Authorities’ 
and ‘of’. R9 – We appreciate the drafting team attempting to add specificity to Requirement R9; 
however, ‘sustained’ is undefined. How does a Transmission Operator determine whether or not they 
are compliant with this requirement? What ensures auditors will consistently apply the terminology. 
We recommend the drafting team incorporate language consistent with COM-001-2, R10 which 
requires notification for outages lasting 30 minutes or more. If 30 minutes is determined to be too 
long, reduce the time to 15 minutes. We would like to suggest adding the term ‘known’ in front of 
‘impacted’ in the second line of Requirement R9. We would like for the drafting team to help provide 
some clarity in Requirement R9….. does it apply to Planned Outages? Also, we noticed that the term 
‘planned’ was removed from Measurement M9. Our question to the drafting team was this your 
intent to remove this term and if so would you provide clarity on why the term should be removed. 
We would like to suggest that the drafting team tie Requirement R9 to the Data Specifications of 
TOP-003-3 as suggested in the Mapping Document. Also, we would like to thank the drafting team 
for their willingness to adjust to many suggestions that are submitted and we truly appreciative for 
all or your time and efforts. R9 VSLs – Delete the phrase ‘NERC registered’ and insert the phrase ‘…, 
whichever is greater,…’ between ‘entities’ and ‘of’ in the ‘OR’ of the Severe VSL. R10 VSL – The 
drafting team should consider adding a 2nd ‘OR’ to the High VSL which states ‘The Transmission 
Operator did not monitor one of the items listed in Requirement R10, Part 10.1 and one of the items 
listed in Requirement R10, Part 10.2.’ R16 – We would like for the drafting team to provide more 
clarity on the word “telecommunication”. The word “telecommunication” should apply only to specific 



outages or maintenance work done on the SCADA/EMS that affect the System Operators. R19 & R20 
Moderate and High VSLs – Replace ‘entity’ with ‘entities’.  
Individual 
Michelle D'Antuono 
Ingleside Cogeneration LP 
No 
Ingleside Cogeneration L.P. (“ICLP”) understands that FERC has ordered that TOPs and RCs must be 
able to monitor “non-BES” systems that they determine will affect System Operating Limits. 
However, it naturally follows that such important facilities must be part of the BES – and addressed 
in a far more formal way. It seems to ICLP that just such an exception process was created in 
NERC’s Rules of Procedure when the Definition of the BES was modified. It allows the TOP/RC to 
make the case for the new addition – while the owner/operator has the opportunity to challenge it. 
Even if there needs to be an emergency bypass procedure to account for unexpected circumstances, 
at least a level of important control will exist. Otherwise, components and facilities can be essentially 
added to the BES without any recourse on the part of the affected entity. This raises the specter of 
the improper sharing of proprietary information and the chance of economic discrimination if such 
authority is misused. Secondly, a GOP will be expected to capture the fact that every Operating 
Instruction was performed unless it would “violate safety, equipment, regulatory, or statutory 
requirements.” ICLP will execute in good faith to every instruction, but we are not confident that our 
log entries will be up to auditor expectations – particularly if routine status or some other low-impact 
action is requested. The alternative offered by the project team (the RSAW only directs CEAs to 
review logs where a EOP-004-2 defined Event took place) is not binding. It is not hard to see that 
expectations will vary by Regional Entity and even change over time. Furthermore, the target of 
Operating Instructions will not be limited to BES Facilities. This could mean that as a Cogeneration 
Facility, we will be put into an untenable bind if ordered by a BA or TOP to re-direct capacity to the 
BES at the expense of our internal customer. Of course we are responsive to the needs of the 
greater system, but it should not be up to external entities to decide which needs take priority – 
keeping in mind that our installation is a critical part of the national chemical infrastructure.  
Group 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Dennis Chastain 
No 
TVA feels that requiring a TOP to monitor neighboring facilities that are non-BES to determine SOL 
violations should not be required (see R10., 10.2.3). If non-BES facilities are required for the reliable 
operation of the transmission system they should first be included into the BES by use of the Rules 
of Procedure exceptions process. 
Individual 
Thomas Foltz 
American Electric Power 
Yes 
 
Individual 
Denise M. Lietz 
Puget Sound Energy 
No 
The drafting team’s revisions significantly improve the proposed standard. However, requirements 
R3 and R5 continue to impose a high compliance burden on entities that receive Operating 
Instructions. For example, a Generator Operator could receive thousands of dispatch instructions 
each year. As the term is defined, each of these dispatch instructions would be an Operating 
Instruction and the GOP would be required to demonstrate that it complied with each of these 
Operating Instructions (or that it was unable to comply for the reasons specified in requirements R4 
and R6). The standards drafting team for COM-002 recognized this issue when it developed a tiered 
approach for the communication protocols associated with Operating Instructions. The first tier 
requires an entity to periodically monitor compliance with its communications protocols and then 



correct issues that are discovered during this monitoring. The second tier requires entities to comply 
fully with its communication protocols during Emergency conditions only. This approach recognizes 
the importance of formal communications during both normal and Emergency conditions, but 
appropriately minimizes the compliance burden that would be associated with demonstrating 
compliance with an entity’s communication protocols for all Operating Instructions. The drafting 
team should model that approach in this standard. 
Individual 
Sergio Banuelos 
Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Yes 
There was the addition of "sustained" for clarification in requirement R9. Tri-State wonders if the 
SDT meant to use the defined term "Sustained Outage" in this requirement or if they did not intend 
to use that defined term?  
Group 
Seattle City Light 
Paul Haase 
Individual 
Anthony Jablonski 
ReliabilityFirst 
No 
ReliabilityFirst abstains and offers the following comment for consideration. 1. Requirement R1, R2, 
R3 and R4 - ReliabilityFirst continues to recommend there be a timeframe added to the requirement 
stating the allotted time the Entity has to inform its Transmission Operator of its inability to perform 
an Operating Instruction. Absent a timeframe, compliance to this requirement becomes subjective 
and difficult to enforce. ReliabilityFirst understands that a finite timeframe may not be appropriate to 
be stated in the standard to cover all circumstances, but offers a suggestion to require the TOP to 
define it when issuing Operating Instructions. ReliabilityFirst suggests the following revised language 
for consideration. R1 - Each Transmission Operator shall act to address the reliability of its 
Transmission Operator Area via direct actions or by issuing Operating Instructions [along with 
allocated time constraints for notification if the Operating Instructions cannot be performed]. R2 - 
Each Balancing Authority shall act to address the reliability of its Balancing Authority Area via direct 
actions or by issuing Operating Instruction [along with allocated time constraints for notification if 
the Operating Instructions cannot be performed]. R4 - Each Balancing Authority, Generator 
Operator, Distribution Provider, and Load-Serving Entity shall inform its Transmission Operator 
[within the time constraints allocated by the Transmission Operator] of its inability to perform an 
Operating Instruction issued by its Transmission Operator...” R6 - Each Transmission Operator, 
Generator Operator, Distribution Provider, and Load-Serving Entity shall inform its Balancing 
Authority [within the time constraints allocated by the Balancing Authority] of its inability to perform 
an Operating Instruction issued by that Balancing Authority.”  
Group 
Colorado Springs Utilities 
Kaleb Brimhall 
No 
Thank you SDT members for all of your work, the following were our comments on the proposed 
standard language. We will be voting affirmative, but think comments below crucial the final 
modifications to the standard. 1. “Ensure” was removed from R1 and R2 but please also remove it 
from M1 and M2. 2. R3 – LSE needs to be removed as this function is soon to be retired. 3. With the 
new definition of RAS just voted on, it would be best to replace RAS with SPS as “SPS” is going 
away. 4. Please change “maintain” to address in R19/M19 and R20/M20. This has similar 
implications of “ensure.” Of course we should do all in our power to maintain and ensure the bulk 
electric system, but there will be situations (no matter how many standards are in place) where 
industry may not be able to ensure or maintain reliability. To use such language is putting an 
unrealistic expectation in place that gives the regulator the ability to use our own words to find fault, 
even when no fault is present.  



Individual 
Leonard Kula 
Independent Electricity System Operator 
No 
We generally agree with the changes made to the proposed TOP-001-3 standard, but continue to 
have a serious concerns over the proposed retirement of Requirement R4 of TOP-004-2 without 
having it reinstated in TOP-001-3 or having some of the requirements in TOP-001-3 revised to 
addressing the reliability need for confirming or reestablishing valid SOLs/IROLs in an unknown or 
unstudied state. We strongly believe that the Requirement R4 of TOP-004-2 addresses a critical 
reliability aspect that ensures the bulk electric system is operated in a reliable manner during real-
time operations. And, if is not actually replaced by any new or revised requirement in TOP-001-3, it 
will create a reliability gap that is critical to the reliable operation of the bulk electric system. 
Requirement R4 of TOP-004-2 stipulates that: R4. If a Transmission Operator enters an unknown 
operating state (i.e., any state for which valid operating limits have not been determined), it will be 
considered to be in an emergency and shall restore operations to respect proven reliable power 
system limits within 30 minutes. In previous postings, we expressed a concern that by retiring R4 of 
TOP-004-2, the responsible entity (TOP in this case) will no longer be required to reconfirm or 
reestablish valid SOLs or IROLs when entering an unknown (or unstudied) state. We recognize that 
by virtue of the proposed definition of Operational Planning Analysis (OPA) and Real-time 
Assessment (RTA), as well as the new requirement for TOPs to update their OPA results through the 
performance of a RTA every 30 minutes, that the entities will always be assessing the reliability of 
the BES. The SDT thus argues that this, together with the TOP-001-3 Requirements R12, R13, and 
R14, will allow the operators sufficient flexibility within a structured environment to take the 
necessary actions for the reliability of the Bulk Power System and hence Requirement R4 of TOP-
004-2 can be retired. We continue to disagree with the SDT’s rationale for retiring R4 of TOP-001-3. 
Below is our point by point comment on the SDT’s response to our last round of comment. This is 
not meant to be a criticism of the SDT’s response. Rather, we choose to present our comment in this 
manner so that we can more clearly present our view on each of the technical arguments that the 
SDT made. a. The SDT [believes the existing requirements within the standard to perform a Real‐
time Assessment include reevaluation of SOL/IROL limits to either reestablish new limits or 
implement Operating Plans to stay within updated limits. The SDT does not believe that the 
proposed requirements and standards allow an entity to be in an unknown state consistent with 
established IROL Tv.] The IESO believes that an unknown state is one which has not been assessed 
before in IROL or SOL calculation or reliability assessment, and therefore there does not exist an 
updated, valid limit until it is re-determined (or reconfirmed). We further believe that the SDT’s view 
that “by complying with the proposed requirement, an entity will never enter into an unknown state” 
may be an oversimplified assumption, if not an oversight. An unknown operating state includes an 
unstudied state beyond those which the calculated SOLs or IROLs are intended to cover. b. [The 
premise of the SDT’s philosophy is that an Operational Planning Analysis must be available for next 
day and that this analysis must be periodically updated by performing a Real‐time Assessment as 
per proposed TOP‐001‐4 Requirement R13.] The IESO believes that the OPA and RTA are good tolls, 
but they only look ahead at anticipated conditions and assess real-time situation in response to 
system changes and by themselves they are not a limit calculation mechanisms. Therefore, while 
these tasks will aid in assessing performance of the system against established limits, such limits 
may not exist; and OPA and RTA are not the tasks to calculate limits for the anticipated or prevailing 
conditions, especially for the stability restricted SOLs/IROLs. c. [Both of these functions require an 
established set of Facility Ratings be in use so that analysis can discern when these limits are being 
exceeded. It is the SDT’s belief that once these limits have been established that it does not matter 
what event occurs to cause an exceedance.] The IESO believes that this may be true for facility 
limited SOLs/IROLs, but not for voltage and/or stability restricted SOLs/IROLs. d. [The event takes 
place and is analyzed against the set of limits currently in place.] The IESO believes that a set of 
valid limit (voltage and stability limited type) may not exist for conditions that have not been studied 
and therefore there is no such “set of limits currently in place”. e. [It is these limits that an entity 
must restore the system to following the event as per proposed TOP‐001‐4 Requirement R14.] This 
is achievable if the limits already exist. But when the limits do not exist, as in the case of SOLs or 
IROLs that are restricted by stability and when the prevailing conditions are ones that have not been 
studied before, there is not a target (SOL or IROL) with which the system is to be restored to. f. 



[Therefore, the SDT believes that approved TOP‐004‐2 Requirement R4 can be retired without 
creating a reliability gap. The SDT recognizes that not all entities are capable of performing Real‐
time transient Stability analysis within 30 minutes and would rely on Operating Plans. No change 
made. The IESO believes that an Operating Plan is only a plan for the anticipated conditions. 
Changes during real-time operation can render the assumptions and pre-determined limits invalid 
and hence the responsible entity cannot rely on the Operating Plan to provide SOLs/IROLs that are 
stability restricted. We agree that with the current technology, it is doubtful if any entities can rely 
on real-time tools to calculate SOLs/IROLs in 30 minutes. However, this should not be a reason to 
not reestablish SOLs/IROLs when an entity encounters a condition that is “unknown” or not studied 
before. There are various means to achieve such tasks, but a necessary first step to ensure entities 
reestablish valid SOLs/IROLs is to stipulate this in a standard. Retiring R4 of TOP-004-2 will do just 
the opposite: responsible entities will not be mandated to reestablish valid limits to begin with when 
entering an unstudied or unknown state. We once again urge the SDT to reinsert R4 of TOP-004-2 to 
TOP-001-3, or to expand Requirement R13 to require TOPs to reestablish valid SOLs when the 
prevailing conditions are beyond those that are covered by or have been studied in SOL calculations.  
Individual 
Russ Schneider 
Flathead Electric Cooperative, Inc.  
No 
Per my previous comments, I continue to object to the auditing requirements in M3 that the 
receiving LSE/DP entity demonstrate receiving a communication, when the communication is 
recorded at the BA/TOP level.  
Individual 
Rich Salgo 
NV Energy 
No 
The comments of NV Energy, particluarly with regard to requirement R13, remain unaddressed in 
this latest posting. We continue to urge the SDT to depart from the zero defect approach on the 
language of R13. It seems unreasonable to expect perfect execution of the suggested real-time 
analyses, including the provisions for incorporation of the elements of SPS/RAS and protection 
system status,17,520 times per year. By the SDT's own response to NV Energy's comments in the 
prior ballot/comment period " This requirement isn’t about maintaining RTCA or any other specific 
tool, it’s about maintaining situational awareness at all times." Yet the SDT nevertheless declined to 
make any change to the language of R13. We continue to believe that the language suggested below 
is reasonable given the complexity of the requirements of TOP-001-3. We therefore suggest the 
following: R13: “Each TOP shall ensure that a Real-time Assessment is performed with such 
periodicity so as to ensure continuous situational awareness of the TOP.”  
Individual 
Joshua Smith 
Oncor Electric Delivery LLC 
No 
Proposed Standard TOP-001-3 R9 States: R9. Each Balancing Authority and Transmission Operator 
shall notify its Reliability Coordinator and impacted interconnected entities of sustained outages of 
telemetering and control equipment, monitoring and assessment capabilities, and associated 
communication channels between the affected entities. In response to R9, Oncor recommends for 
the requirement to make it mandatory for BAs and TOPs to notify only negatively impacted 
interconnected TOs, TOPs and GOPs. Oncor does not feel it necessary to notify registered entities 
that do not have reliability control functions to the BES. Oncor’s suggested rewording for R9: R9. 
Each Balancing Authority and Transmission Operator shall notify its Reliability Coordinator and 
negatively impacted interconnected TOs, TOPs and GOPs of sustained outages of telemetering and 
control equipment, monitoring and assessment capabilities, and associated communication channels 
between the affected entities. Proposed Standard TOP-001-3 R10 States: R10. Each Transmission 
Operator shall monitor the following as necessary for determining System Operating Limit (SOL) 
exceedances within its Transmission Operator Area: 10.2. Within neighboring Transmission Operator 
Areas identified as necessary by the Transmission Operator: 10.2.1. Facilities, 10.2.2. Status of 



Special Protection Systems, and 10.2.3. Non-BES facilities. ERCOT region is structured to support a 
deregulated market in which ERCOT monitors facilities for all TOPS and has a centralized view of the 
entire region to maintain reliability. TOPs operating within ERCOT currently do not have the technical 
capability to monitor facilities of neighboring TOPs. This requirement imposes a "one size fits all" 
regional structure which would place an unreasonable financial burden on all TOPs to both install and 
maintain additional hardware in each station or install and maintain multiple ICCPs between control 
centers. This requirement would place this financial burden on TOPs for nothing more than to 
replicate an RC function with no benefit to the BES. At no point in proposed Standard TOP-001- 3 
does it require TOs to supply neighboring TOs with this data. Oncor requests R1O.2, R10.2.1., 
R10.2.2 and R10.2.3 be removed from the standard due to lack of regional flexibility. Proposed R12 
changes the existing requirement of operating outside an IROL for no longer than 30 minutes to "a 
continuous duration exceeding its associated IROL Tv". This requirement does not specify who 
determines the Tv of an IROL when multiple TOPs are involved in the circuit. Oncor believes that the 
30 minute limit utilized in previous versions of this standard eliminates the possibility for 
disagreement. Oncor’s recommendation is to keep the existing 30 minute time limit.  
Individual 
Jason Snodgrass 
Georgia Transmission Corporation 
No 
(1) GTC requests the drafting team remove the DP and LSE designation from Requirements R3 and 
R5 and develop separate requirements for the DP and LSE to comply with Operating Instructions to 
shed or shift load. By making this change, the requirements could be made clearer that the 
Operating Instructions that the DP and LSE receive from the TOP with respect to the defined term 
Operating Instruction, correspond to “impacting” the output of an Element of the BES (shed or shift 
load). Because the term Operating Instruction is tied to the BES, a standalone requirement is 
necessary to eliminate the ambiguity associated with entities with multiple registrations such as TOs 
who are also DP/LSE’s that own BES equipment. It should be noted that this Standard does not 
apply to a Transmission Owner, but the field personnel who perform switching in substations of 
entities with both registration types are typically the same personnel. The level of Operating 
Instructions performed for multiple registration type (TO/DP/LSE) entities would be much more 
voluminous and burdensome due to the ownership of transmission equipment than the typical 
DP/LSE type entities for the same requirement. GTC believes the typical scenario the drafting team 
is considering is from a TOP control center to a DP/LSE dispatch center that does not own BES 
equipment, but can impact the output of an Element of the BES (by shedding or shifting load). GTC 
urges the drafting team to consider this additional exposure of field personnel of TO/DP entities that 
switch in transmission substations to which the standard does not apply. Per discussions with 
Standard Drafting Team members and industry personnel, the scenario for DP/LSE’s to receive 
Operating Instructions are limited to load shed or shift scenarios to preserve the reliability of the 
BES by the defined term associated with “impacting” the output of an Element of the BES. Exposing 
these multiple registration type entities to a set of mandatory standard requirements to which they 
do not apply such as those TOs and DPs identified above, demonstrates the potential flaw with the 
current language. With the following changes made to the requirements, GTC would be comfortable 
voting affirmative on this standard: • Each Distribution Provider and Load Serving Entity shall 
comply with each Operating Instruction issued by its Transmission Operator to shed or shift load, 
unless such action cannot be physically implemented or it would violate safety, equipment, 
regulatory, or statutory requirements. • Each Distribution Provider and Load Serving Entity shall 
comply with each Operating Instruction issued by its Balancing Authority to shed load or shift load, 
unless such action cannot be physically implemented or it would violate safety, equipment, 
regulatory, or statutory requirements. (2) Please note that M1 should be changed from "ensure" to 
"address" to match R1. (3) Part 10.1.3 and 10.2.3’s reference to “Non-BES facilities” is outside the 
scope of reliability standards. Reliability standards are applicable to the BES, which would be 
Facilities. Refer to NERC’s memo dated April 10, 2012 with respect to use of the term BES in 
Reliability Standards. The revised BES definition addresses Elements and Facilities that should be 
subject to the reliability standards through the BES exception process. Although the TOP will monitor 
Non-BES facilities in practice, there is no reason to include non-BES Elements in the requirement 
subject to mandatory enforcement. Parts 10.1.3 and 10.2.3 that reference “non-BES facilities” 
should be struck.  



Individual 
Sonya Green-Sumpter 
South Carolina Electric & Gas 
Yes 
 
Group 
JEA 
Tom McElhinney 
No 
For R4&5 the timing is vague. Should it be done immediately, within 30 minutes, etc. For R9 we are 
concerned that "sustained" is vague. If it lasted 2 minutes, was that a sustained outage? R10 should 
only include BES elements. Items of concern can be added through the inclusion process. R13 
should have an exclusion that allows procedures to be implemented when system information is 
unavailable to reduce the risk instead of simply requiring real-time assessments be performed at 
least every 30 minutes. Even having a complete redundant EMS system might not prove sufficient to 
prevent a violation. R19 & 20 should require other BAs and TOPs to participate.  
Group 
Duke Energy 
Michael Lowman 
No 
General Comments: Duke Energy is concerned with the uncertainty surrounding the inclusion and/or 
exclusion of Load Serving Entity in various Standards Projects. This inconsistency among Standard 
Drafting Teams creates uncertainty in the industry as to the expectations of the LSE, or whether the 
LSE will even be a applicable function. A more consistent application of the LSE function in proposed 
NERC standards is needed. R1: Based upon the comments provided below, Duke Energy suggests 
that R1 be focused on the TOP issuing Operating Instructions and suggests the following revision to 
R1 for clarity: “Each Transmission Operator shall issue Operating Instructions, as necessary, to 
maintain the reliability of its Transmission Operator Area”. We believe the intent is for the TOP to 
“maintain” the reliability of the TOP Area by Issuing Operating Instructions. Duke Energy believes 
that by using the term “address” in the current draft, the standard would only be requiring an entity 
to identify the problem and take action without any stated goal or result. We feel that by using the 
term “maintain”, the standard would require the entity to identify the problem and maintain the 
reliability of its TOP Area. Lastly, Duke Energy has concerns with the use of the term “act” in R1 and 
R2. As currently worded, absent the TOP issuing an Operating Instruction, R1 states that the TOP 
shall “act”, in other words, do its job. If an entity fails to perform some action in an effort to 
maintain reliability in its Area, the entity would be in direct violation of this standard. In the event 
that an entity violated any other TOP standard, it could be argued that the entity failed to perform a 
certain “act”, which presents a possible double jeopardy situation wherein the failure to act, violating 
one standard could be construed as a violation of the proposed TOP-001-3. We suggest the use of 
the phrase “issue Operating Instructions” eliminates the possibility of a double jeopardy situation. 
R2: Based upon the comments provided below, Duke Energy suggests that R2 be focused on the BA 
issuing Operating Instructions and suggests the following revision to R2 for clarity: “Each Balancing 
Authority shall issue Operating Instructions, as necessary, to maintain the reliability of its Balancing 
Authority Area”. We believe the intent is for the BA to maintain the reliability of its BA Area by 
Issuing Operating Instructions. Duke Energy believes that by using the term “address” in the current 
draft, the standard would only be requiring an entity to identify the problem and take action without 
any stated goal or result. We feel that by using the term “maintain”, the standard would require the 
entity to identify the problem and maintain the reliability of its BA Area. Lastly, Duke Energy has 
concerns with the use of the term “act” in R1 and R2. As currently worded, absent the BA issuing an 
Operating Instruction, R2 states that the BA shall “act”, in other words, do its job. If the BA fails to 
perform some action in an effort to maintain reliability in its Area, the entity would be in direct 
violation of this standard. In the event that an entity violated any other BA standard, it could be 
argued that the entity failed to perform a certain “act”, which presents a possible double jeopardy 
situation wherein the failure to act, violating one standard could be construed as a violation of the 
proposed TOP-001-3. We suggest the use of the phrase “issue Operating Instructions” eliminates the 



possibility of a double jeopardy situation. R9: Duke Energy would like the SDT to clarify the time 
duration of a “sustained outage”. It is unclear if an outage lasting longer than 10min, 20min, 30min, 
etc. would be considered a sustained outage. Was it the SDT’s intent to allow entities the flexibility 
to define what constitutes a “sustained outage”? SOL Exceedance document: (1) Duke Energy 
suggests replacing “Thermal Limit Exceeded” with “SOL Limit Exceeded” to provide clarity in the 
example given in Table 1. (2) Duke Energy does not believe that the System Operating Limit 
Definition and Exceedance Clarification document should be attached to the TOP-001-1 standard. 
Instead, we believe it should be a standalone guidance document for the industry. If this were to 
occur, Duke Energy would likely vote “Affirmative” for TOP-001-1 as written.  
Group 
DTE Electric Co. 
Kathleen Black 
Yes 
We support the changes and have no concerns/comments to add. 
Individual 
Daniel Duff 
Liberty Electric Power 
No 
The standard does not contain a requirement for the TO to identify the Operating Instruction as a 
reliablity instruction as opposed to a market instruction.  
Individual 
Jo-Anne Ross 
Manitoba Hydro 
No 
Manitoba Hydro agrees with changing the term “ensure” to “address” throughout the standard, 
however in M1 the term “ensure” remains even though its associated requirement R1 has “address”. 
We believe the intent was to replace “ensure” with “address” as it is in M2. In Pages 15 and 16 of 
TOP-001-3, Table of Compliance Elements, “Operations Planning” in the Time Horizon column of R1 
through R6 should be deleted because they were deleted in Requirements R1 through R6.  
Individual 
Kayleigh Wilkerson 
Lincoln Electric System 
No 
For smaller entities that do not own or operate a state estimator, the Real-time Assessment required 
in R13 would be overly burdensome, if not impossible, to meet internally. Although the drafting 
team indicates a third-party service may be utilized in lieu of an internal system, smaller entities 
would be wholly reliant on a third-party in order to maintain compliance with R13. This is of 
particular concern when considering that if a Protection System status were to change unexpectedly 
on a smaller entity's system, that entity would be expected to notify a third-party and then have 
that third-party perform a modified contingency analysis, pending availability, all within 30 minutes. 
Rather than treat all TOPs the same without consideration for size or risk to the BES, recommend 
that, at a minimum, the timeframe for conducting the Real-time Assessments be expanded or else 
allow the individual TOPs to establish the timeframe.  
Group 
Southern Company: Southern Company Services, Inc.; Alabama Power Company; Georgia Power 
Company; Gulf Power Company; Mississippi Power Company; Southern Company Generation; 
Southern Company Generation and Energy Marketing  
Marcus Pelt 
Yes 
 
Individual 
John Brockhan 



CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric LLC 
No 
R1. – CenterPoint Energy agrees with the addition of “…direct actions or by issuing Operating 
Instructions” as well as using ‘address’ rather than ‘ensure’, however CenterPoint Energy prefers the 
manner in which the previous R1 was drafted. CenterPoint Energy suggests the following language: 
“Each Transmission Operator shall take direct actions or issue Operating Instructions to address the 
reliability of its Transmission Operator Area.” R10.2 – CenterPoint Energy strongly disagrees with the 
addition of 10.2 into the TOP Standards, specifically “neighboring Transmission Operator Areas”. 
CenterPoint Energy agrees with the Functional Model that it is the Reliability Coordinator’s 
responsibility to monitor the wide area. In addition, CenterPoint Energy believes the SDT has 
overreached in its interpretation of paragraph 60 of the NOPR. CenterPoint Energy’s reading of 
paragraph 60 finds vague references to monitoring and analysis capabilities but no specific directives 
to expand the TOP’s view into another TOP Area. Also, CenterPoint Energy is concerned this will 
create confusion among registered entities as to who exactly has the responsibility to monitor and 
take action. As long as R10.2 remains CenterPoint Energy cannot support the proposed Standard 
and therefore strongly recommends the SDT delete R10.2. R13. – CenterPoint Energy agrees that a 
Real-Time Assessment (RTA) should be run every 30 minutes, however the Company is concerned 
that events could occur that are outside of the Transmission Operator's control (Ex. Loss of ICCP 
data) that may prevent the Transmission Operator from performing a RTA as required; therefore 
there should be a caveat as to when exceeding the 30 minutes is allowed. CenterPoint Energy 
recommends the following language: Each Transmission Operator shall ensure that a Real-time 
Assessment is performed at least once every 30 minutes. In instances where a Real-Time 
Assessment cannot be performed (i.e. loss of ICCP data) the TOP shall take immediate action to 
restore Real-Time Assessment functionality. R14. – CenterPoint Energy suggests changing Operating 
Plan to Operating Plan(s).  
Individual 
Scott Berry 
Indiana Municipal Power Agency 
No 
Indiana Municipal Power Agency (IMPA) appreciates the hard work and effort the SDT has put into 
this standard. IMPA does not agree with using Operating Instructions within this standard. By using 
Operating Instructions within this standard, NERC has created an extremely administrative type of 
standard for entities to follow and to keep evidence to show they performed the Operating 
Instruction. This seems to be going in the opposite direction of what NERC is proposing in its RAI 
program with the theme of concentrating on the “risk” to the BES. IMPA acknowledges that the SDT 
writes the standard but also understands the influence NERC has on standard drafting teams. During 
high load times, an entity that has to follow its TOP’s Operating Instructions will need to keep a good 
recording or log entry of the Operating Instruction and then proceed to keep documentation showing 
it was performed. Since the definition of an Operating Instruction is vague and not clear, an entity 
will have to do this for every instruction from its TOP regardless of how they see the instruction 
because an auditor may view it as an Operating Instruction. For example, a Generator Operator will 
have to keep a log and evidence to show it performed the Operating Instruction for every start, 
stop, and load command for all of its generating units within its fleet (PJM is the TOP for many 
GOPs). IMPA recommends the drafting of requirements that allow entities to focus on the “risk” to 
the BES and not write requirements which are administrative in nature (meet paragraph 81 criteria).  
Group 
ISO/RTO Council Standards Review Committee (SRC) 
Greg Campoli  
No 
SRC members generally agrees with the modifications to TOP-001-3 with the following additional 
recommendations for clarity, consistency, and/or to eliminate redundancy: 1. In Requirement R1, it 
is recommended that “address” is ambiguous and should be revised to “maintain” or “preserve” and 
that “[V]ia direct actions or by issuing Operating Instructions” should be revised to state “by 
initiating direct actions or issuing Operating Instructions.” Also, the measure M1 should be revised 
for consistency. 2. Review of modifications to IRO-001-4, Requirements R1, R2, and R3 to ensure 
consistency with the proposed revisions to TOP-001-3, Requirements R1 – R6. 3. Requirement R7 



has not retained an important concept contained within the previous requirement (TOP-001-1a – 
R6), which is that a supporting TOP should not be obligated to activate emergency procedures 
beyond those activated by the TOP that is in the emergency. As an example, the supporting TOP 
should not be obligated to go into voltage reduction if the TOP with the emergency has not taken the 
same voltage reduction action first. Hence, the phrase ‘… has implemented its Emergency 
procedures,’ is less specific than the previous standard and should be revised to provide ‘… has 
implemented its comparable Emergency procedures.’ 4. Requirement 10 seems duplicative in 
function with IRO-003, which requires the RC to monitor facilities associated with System Operating 
Limits (SOLs) and represents an overlap of the RC’s responsibility with the TOP draft requirement. 
Specifically, the TOP would have a requirement to monitor facilities outside of its TOP area that could 
affect SOL exceedences within its TOP area when the RC is already tasked with the “wide-area” 
view. This is in direct conflict with the Functional Model definition of a TOP which limits TOP 
responsibility to assets within its area. Further, it is recommended that the term “non-BES” Be 
removed from Requirement R10. The “inclusion” process should capture all equipment that are sub-
100 kV, but that affect BES reliability and bring this equipment into scope. Finally, in Requirement 
R10.2, the phrase ‘… as necessary by the TOP’ is unclear and should be redrafted to be consistent 
with 10.1 “10.2. In the neighboring Transmission Operator Area.” Conforming changes should also 
be made to Requirements R10.1.3 and 10.2.3. NOTE: this comment is not supported by PJM 5. The 
SRC appreciates the SDT’s effort to clarify the obligations of Balancing Authorities under 
Requirement R11. However, it respectfully submits that “in order to be able to perform its reliability 
functions” may still be ambiguous, resulting in subjective determinations of compliance. Additional 
revision is proposed to mitigate this ambiguity and to ensure that the reliability functions being 
referenced are clear: “Each Balancing Authority shall monitor its Balancing Authority Area, including 
the status of Special Protection Systems that impact generation or Load, in order to maintain Load-
interchange-generation balance within its Balancing Authority Area, and support Interconnection 
frequency in real-time.” 6. The SRC respectfully submits that R15 is not necessary to ensure an 
Adequate Level of Reliability. Specifically, since the exceedance would have already been addressed 
or is being actively managed by the TOP and communication would already be occurring with 
impacted parties pursuant to other requirements, a requirement to inform the RC isn’t needed. If 
R15 is maintained, the SRC suggests including SCADA information in the Measurement so that the 
TOP can “inform” the RC through this mechanism. NOTE: this comment is not supported by PJM 7. 
The SRC reiterates it serious concerns over the proposed retirement of Requirement R4 of TOP-004-
2 without requirements in TOP-001-3 addressing the reliability need for confirming or reestablishing 
valid SOLs/IROLs in an unstudied state. In previous postings, the SRC expressed a concern that, by 
retiring R4 of TOP-004-2, the responsible entity (TOP in this case) will no longer be required to 
reconfirm or reestablish valid SOLs or IROLs when entering an unstudied state. We recognize that, 
by virtue of the proposed definition of Operational Planning Analysis (OPA) and Real-time 
Assessment (RTA), as well as the new requirement for TOPs to update their OPA results through the 
performance of a RTA every 30 minutes, entities will always be assessing the reliability of the BES. 
However, we continue to disagree with this rationale and provide additional information in response 
to the SDT’s response to our last comment. In response to the SDT’s indication that it does not 
believe that the proposed requirements and standards allow an entity to be in an unknown state 
consistent with established IROL Tv, the SRC responds that an unknown state is one which has not 
been assessed before in IROL or SOL calculation or reliability assessment, and, therefore, there does 
not exist an updated, valid limit until it is re-determined (or reconfirmed). Thus, if an unknown 
operating state includes an unstudied state beyond those which the calculated SOLs or IROLs are 
intended to cover, then entities may find themselves in an unknown operating state. For example, in 
the Northeast, such as Quebec, Ontario and New York, SOLs/IROLs are observed to guard against 
transient or dynamic instability. These limits are normally developed using off-line analyses, as they 
cannot be determined within a short time using any on-line analysis tools available today. 
Predetermined reduction or judgment may need to be applied when system conditions, such as two 
or more critical facilities are out of service, diverge from the assumptions utilized in reliability 
assessment and other studies. In these circumstances, e.g., when an unstudied state is 
encountered, a necessary first step for the operating entities in these areas is to reconfirm or 
recalculate the limits that are valid and applicable for the prevailing conditions. The reconfirmed or 
reestablished limits will become the target to which the system must be adjusted. Given the use of 
off-line studies to set limits and identify complex system conditions, the SRC believes that the OPA 
and RTA are good tools, but caution that these tools only look ahead at anticipated conditions and 



assess real-time situations in response to system changes. Accordingly, by themselves, they are not 
limit calculation mechanisms. Therefore, while these tasks will aid in assessing performance of the 
system against established limits, where such limits may not exist, the OPA and RTA are not the 
tools to calculate limits for the anticipated or prevailing conditions, especially for stability restricted 
SOLs/IROLs. To summarize, it is possible for the system to be in an unstudied or unknown state 
where established limits either don’t apply or limits have not yet been established. While the RTA, 
OPA, and established Operating Plans can be quickly and easily applied to anticipated conditions, 
changes during real-time operation can render the assumptions and pre-determined limits invalid 
and, hence, the responsible entity cannot rely on these tools should these circumstances occur. 
Thus, the SRC once again urges the SDT to modify TOP-001-3 to expand Requirement R13 to 
require TOPs to reestablish valid SOLs when the prevailing conditions are beyond those that are 
covered by or have been studied in off-line calculations. NOTE: this comment is not supported by 
CAISO; ERCOT; MISO or PJM. 
Individual 
Jeremy Voll 
BEPC 
Group 
ACES Standards Collaborators 
Ben Engelby 
No 
(1) There are several issues with the draft standard of TOP-001-3. First, we disagree with the 
inclusion of the Load-Serving Entity (LSE) as an applicable entity. This function is being removed 
from the NERC Rules of Procedure and should not be included in the draft standard. TOP-001-3 
already applies to the Distribution Provider (DP), so there will not be a gap in the future because 
LSEs are required to also be registered as DPs. We recommend removing the LSE from the 
applicability section for consistency with the revised NERC Rules of Procedure and to avoid a future 
standards project to correct this issue. In regards to timing, the NERC BOT will likely have approved 
removal of LSE before this is even approved in a final ballot by the ballot body. (2) Requirement R1 
and Requirement R2 are problematic because they are vaguely written and could result in additional 
compliance burdens for a TOP or BA when there is an event. As currently written, any time that a 
TOP or BA has an outage there could be a violation because the entity did not address the reliability 
of its area. These requirements will be used in enforcement as additional fines without benefitting 
reliability because they do not state what actions should be taken. We also disagree with the High 
VRF and Severe VSL for these standards. These requirements are vague and need further 
refinement. (3) Requirements R3, R4, R5, and R6 should not apply to the LSE, as previously stated 
above. (4) Requirement R8 needs to be revised to remove the words “could result in an Emergency.” 
There are numerous situations that “could” result in an Emergency, but do not. This language is 
ambiguous and immeasurable, and should be removed. (5) Requirement R9 has improved with the 
addition of “sustained outages” to clarify that notification is not required for momentary events. 
However, R9 is not clear as to the outage thresholds that would require a notification. When must 
the BA or TOP notify its RC? The requirement is ambiguous as written, which will lead to varying 
interpretations for compliance. This requirement needs to be revised to provide additional clarity 
when a notification to the RC is required. (6) Requirement R10 and part 10.1 are duplicative in 
listing “within its Transmission Operator Area.” If taken as a whole, R10 states that “Each TOP shall 
monitor the following as necessary for determining SOL exceedances within its TOP Area: 10.1. 
Within its TOP Area: 10.1.1. Facilities…” This requirement needs to be revised to have proper 
sentence structure. (7) Part 10.3’s reference to “Non-BES facilities” is outside the scope of reliability 
standards. Reliability standards are applicable to the BES, which would be Facilities. The revised BES 
definition addresses Elements and Facilities that should be subject to the reliability standards 
through the BES exception process. There is no reason to include non-BES Elements in the 
requirement. Parts 10.1.3 and 10.2.3 that reference “non-BES facilities” should be struck. (8) Thank 
you for the opportunity to comment. 
Group 
SPP Standards Review Group 
Shannon V. Mickens 
No 



M1 – Replace ‘ensure’ with ‘address’ as in the requirement. R8 – With the removal of ‘other’ when 
referring to ‘known impacted Transmission Operators’ an overzealous auditor could require a 
Transmission Operator experiencing a condition which could be an Emergency or result in an 
Emergency would have to inform itself. Using ‘other known impacted Transmission Operators’ 
eliminates this situation. We recommend the drafting team return ‘other’, in the suggested location, 
to the requirement, measure and VSLs. R8 VSLs – If the drafting team decides not to make this 
suggested change, the term ‘other’ needs to be removed from the first ‘OR’ in the Severe VSL. In 
the last ‘OR’ of the Severe VSL insert the phrase ‘…, whichever is greater,…’ between ‘Authorities’ 
and ‘of’. R9 – We appreciate the drafting team attempting to add specificity to Requirement R9; 
however, ‘sustained’ is undefined. How does a Transmission Operator determine whether or not they 
are compliant with this requirement? What ensures auditors will consistently apply the terminology. 
We recommend the drafting team incorporate language consistent with COM-001-2, R10 which 
requires notification for outages lasting 30 minutes or more. If 30 minutes is determined to be too 
long, reduce the time to 15 minutes. We would like to suggest adding the term ‘known’ in front of 
‘impacted’ in the second line of Requirement R9. We would like for the drafting team to help provide 
some clarity in Requirement R9….. does it apply to Planned Outages? Also, we noticed that the term 
‘planned’ was removed from Measurement M9. Our question to the drafting team was this your 
intent to remove this term and if so would you provide clarity on why the term should be removed. 
We would like to suggest that the drafting team tie Requirement R9 to the Data Specifications of 
TOP-003-3 as suggested in the Mapping Document. Also, we would like to thank the drafting team 
for their willingness to adjust to many suggestions that are submitted and we truly appreciative for 
all or your time and efforts. R9 VSLs – Delete the phrase ‘NERC registered’ and insert the phrase ‘…, 
whichever is greater,…’ between ‘entities’ and ‘of’ in the ‘OR’ of the Severe VSL. R10 VSL – The 
drafting team should consider adding a 2nd ‘OR’ to the High VSL which states ‘The Transmission 
Operator did not monitor one of the items listed in Requirement R10, Part 10.1 and one of the items 
listed in Requirement R10, Part 10.2.’ R19 & R20 Moderate and High VSLs – Replace ‘entity’ with 
‘entities’.  
Individual 
Daniel Mason 
HHWP 
No 
R16 states: "Each Transmission Operator shall provide its System Operators with the authority to 
approve planned outages and maintenance of its monitoring, telecommunication, and analysis 
capabilities." Organizations should be be free to designate its preferred method for approving 
planned outages of data equipment. This requirement imposes on all TOPs single process for data 
system outage approval. The requirement should be results based on not proscriptive of the method 
to acheive those results. This is a huge step backwards in the development of rational reliability 
requirements.  
Group 
Bonneville Power Administration 
Andrea Jessup 
No 
BPA reiterates its comments from the previous period on TOP-001-3: BPA suggests referencing the 
System Operating Limit (SOL) Definition and Exceedance Clarification white paper in the language of 
the Requirements, as Regional Entities are not required to audit to appendices, unless indicated by 
the language of a Requirement. BPA believes the language in requirement R8 is still ambiguous and 
open-ended regarding, “… operations that result in, or could result in, an Emergency.” It is unclear 
how entities are expected to determine events that could possibly happen. BPA suggests the drafting 
team include parameters for possible events, so applicable entities are not required to predict all 
possible future events. BPA also opposes language in the Standard which has the potential to 
conflate events that are happening with events that have a high probability of happening. BPA 
suggests the drafting team clearly separate these two concepts. Additionally, BPA disagrees with the 
change in R16 from “Real-Time Assessment” to “analysis”. This is a very broad and, in this case, 
undefined term. BPA believes this could lead to differences in interpretation between a TOP and an 
auditor. For example, R16 applies to the Operations Planning Horizon. A study engineer’s computer 
is part of an entity’s analysis capability for doing studies in the that horizon. Hence, as written, this 



requirement could be interpreted to mean that an entity’s IT department would need to have 
System Operator approval prior to working on a study engineer’s computer. BPA does not believe 
that was the drafting team’s intent, but this broad language does leave that possible interpretation 
open. 

 

 


